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Thus the positive numbers ~(a) (arG) have the same arithmetic mean and root mean square, and so they are all equal, their common value being 2 and we have
THEOREM t. G = G" if and only if G is regular of degree 2.
To investigate the sequence of iterated interchange graphs G, G', G', ... we first consider three mutually exclusive (but not exhaustive) families of graphs:
I. All Q(a)=2 (arG) II. All ~(a)N2 (arG) and some 0(a)<2.
III. All 0 (a) ~ 2 (a E G) and some 0 (a) > 2. Now if a' is a vertex of the interchange graph G' of a graph G, suppose a' "comes from" an edge of G whose endpoints are al, az in G. Then the local degree of a" in G' is 0(aa) + ,o(a2)-2.
It follows that the graph mapping G -+ G' is an endomorphism of each of the classes I, II, III above. Suppose G EII. Then
Hence for G E II, the sequence of graphs G, G', G", G", . Naturally if G is not connected we may apply theorem 2 to each component. Concerning the rate at which the number of edges grows under the iteration operation, let v,,, e,,, denote the number of vertices and edges in G("). Then, from ~= _e__ i.
For a regular graph of local degree (, ~ = 89 so
Any graph G that contains more than three vertices can be extended to a complete, hence regular, graph of local degree v-1 :>2, so
On the other hand, as we remarked before, if G is a graph with property (a)', then either G' contains d or G" contains ~. Using (4) Finally we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph H to be an interchange graph. The basic idea is the following. We can identify a vertex a of a graph G with the "pencil" of all edges containing a. Then we see that its image in G' is a complete subgraph, which is maximal if o(a) -~ 3. Conversely, every maximal complet~ subgraph in G" is the image of such a pencil, unless it is a triangle. In the latter case it is the image of either a pencil or a triangle in G. To distinguish these two cases we introduce the concepts of "even" and "odd" triangles.
A triangle D in a graph H is even if every vertex of H is joined with either 0 or 2 vertices of D; otherwise D is odd. Every triangle contained in a larger complete section of H is odd. The image in H' of any triangle of H is an even triangle in H'.
Before stating our theorem we define a notation: if a, b are vertices of a graph, we write a~b for "a and b are joined", and a~b for "aand b are not joined".
The section of a graph G determined by the vertices a 1 ..... an of G will be written as {a 1, ..., a,}.
THEOREM 4. A graph H is the interchange graph of some graph G if and only if (i) If H contains a section graph isomorphic with @, then one of its two triangles is even. In other words: If {a, b, c} and {a, b, d} are odd triangles in H, then c = d or c,'-,d.
(ii) H contains no section graph isomorphic with C.
PRoov. The "only if" is easily verified. In proving the "if" clearly we may suppose H to be connected. One of the two following statements is true:
(I) H contains two even adjacent triangles. (II) If two triangles in H have an edge in common, then one of them is odd. We will prove that only three graphs have properties (i), (ii), and (I), viz. @, g, and ~. e~c implies e~a, so e~b because {a, b, c} is even. But {a, b, d} is even, so e ~ a and e ~ b together imply e + d. Then {a, c, d, e} is isomorphic with @, dontrary to our assumption (ii).
Hence, e ~ c. Again using the fact that {a, b, c} and {a, b, d} are even we see that either e~a or ebb, but not both, and e~d. We may assume e~a, e~cb. Then {a, b, c, d, e~ = g and either {a, d, e} or {a, c, e} is even because of (i).
If H is not g there must exist a sixth vertex f of H, joined to one of the first five. It is ~ easy to show now that H is necessarily g.
Let G 1 be the class of all maxima! complete subgraphs of H that are not even triangles.
Let G2 be the class of those vertices x E H that are contained in some A E G1 and are not joined with any vertex outside A.
Let G 3 be the class of all edges of H that are contained in a unique and even triangle.
We define a graph G whose interchange graph is H as follows: The vertices of G are the elements of G1 U Ga U G 3 ; two of these vertices are joined if their intersection is non-void.
We construct a map f: G'~H as follows: Every x ~ G" corresponds to a pair (A, B) of vertices of G, and A N B ~ 0. We will prove that A N B contains only one point, and this point we call f(x). This f turns out to be an isomorphism onto H. (~) Suppose A, B E G, A CB, {a, b} ~A N B, a ~b. Elements of G3 are contained in no odd triangles, so {a, b} ~ G3, and hence A, B E G1. Because A is maximal complete it must contain a c that is not in B. Then B must contain a d which is not joined to c. But then {a, b, e, d} is a section, isomorphic with ~).
(fi) Take aCH. First assume that a is in some even triangle {a, b, c}. Either {a, b} E G3 or {a, b} is part of a triangle {a, b, d} with d ~ c. Then by II, {a, b, d} is odd, so it can be extended to a C E G1. Because {a, b, c} is even, d-/-c, so c ~ C.
Hence, there exists an A E G (which is either {a, b} or C) for which a EA, b EA, cdiA. For the same reason there exists a BEG with aEB, b~B, cEB. By (~), these A and B cannot have a point e C:a in common. Now assume that a is not contained in any even triangle. Let A be a maximal complete section containing a. If a is not joined to any vertex outside A, take B = {a}. If a ~ b for some b ~ A, let B be any maximal complete section containing a and b.
(7) The proof of this statement is simple but too tedious to give it here. The arguments involved are of the same kind as those used in proving (13).
(6) This is trivial because every A E G is complete.
(e) If a~b, then by (7) and by the construction given in (fi), bCA1UA2, say bEAt. But for the same reasons aEB~ UB2, say aEB~. Then A1 =B~ because 9 of (~).
Trivially any automorphism of a graph G induces an automorphism of G'. Conversely, every automorphism of G' is induced by an automorphism of G if and "only if G" has property II. (This follows easily from the construction given above and from the fact that G is determined by G' unless G' is a triangle.) In this connection the graphs @ ~), ag, whose interchange graphs do not have property lI, have been mentioned by O. ORE [1] (Fig. 15.4 .2).
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